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Background to DAC6 for Fiduciaries – Part II
● On 21 January 2021, BlueBridge presented 

a webinar, answering a series of questions 
on the impact of DAC6 on fiduciaries:

○ How does DAC6, generally, 
captures trustees and other 
fiduciaries and how does it exclude 
them?

○ What types of common fiduciary 
activities will necessitate DAC6 
reporting and why?

○ What information will fiduciaries 
need to report about their clients 
under DAC6?

● Due to time limitations in January, we 
examined these topics without any 
accompanying examples designed to 
illustrate the key topics we addressed

● Accordingly, we determined to set up a 
subsequent webinar in which we explore a 
series of concrete examples drawn from 
our experiences as fiduciaries and 
advisors, on DAC6 and similar matters

● These examples will highlight key 
concepts, the application of the DAC6 
Hallmarks to fiduciaries and the 
underdeveloped analytical areas of DAC6 
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Table of Illustrative Examples
Ex Description of Scenario Concepts and Hallmarks (HMs)

1

Trust with EU Beneficial Owner 
converts a portfolio of marketable 

securities into equivalent derivative 
contracts

• Cross-border definition
• Intermediary definition
• No EU nexus reporting consequences for Relevant 

Taxpayers (RTs)
• Legal Professional Privilege (LPP) definition and scope

2

Set-up of common private wealth 
management structure featuring 
trusts, underlying companies and 

custodial accounts holding a portfolio 
of marketable securities

• HMA3: Standardized documentation
• Main Benefit Test (MBT)
• HMB2: Income conversion
• HMD1: CRS Avoidance Arrangement
• HMD2: Opaque Offshore Structure
• Marketable Arrangement

3

Single family office structure with 
asset holdings and an operating 

business managed under a single 
umbrella structure, overlain by a trust

• Associated Enterprise (AE) definition
• HME3: Transfer pricing functions transfer
• HMC1(a): Payments to AE with no tax residence
• HMC1(b)(i): Payments to AE subject to 0%/near-0% tax
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Scenario summary
● Hong Kong lawyer administers a trust, 

which is treated as a passive NFE for CRS, 
the sole beneficiary of which is a 
French-resident

● The trust holds European marketable 
securities with a Swiss bank, which 
reports the French-resident beneficiary as 
a Controlling Person under CRS

● The trust converts the reportable 
securities into non-reportable 
euro-denominated derivative contracts 
issued by a Swiss bank

DAC6 Themes for Fiduciaries – 
Illustrative Example 1

PNFE PNFE

T0 T1

DAC6 analytical considerations*

● Cross-Border Arrangement?
● Any EU Intermediaries?
● CRS Avoidance Arrangement?
● Reporting obligations if no EU nexus?
● Legal Professional Privilege (LPP)?

* This analysis is for discussion only and does not constitute advice

Scenario summary
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DAC6 Themes for Fiduciaries – 
Illustrative Example 2

PNFE

DAC6 analytical considerations*

● HMA3: Standardized documentation?
● HMB2: Income conversion?
● Main Benefit Test (MBT)?
● HMD1: CRS Avoidance Arrangement?
● HMD2: Opaque Offshore Structure?
● Who reports? When?
● Marketable Arrangement?

Scenario summary

● French-resident client settles a US state 
law trust with a US trustee

● Trust purchases a Cyprus limited liability 
company, managed by Cypriot corporate 
directors

● Cyprus Co. Ltd holds an investment 
portfolio at a Swiss bank funded by the 
settlor with funds held in a Swiss bank

● UK-resident is sole beneficiary

* This analysis is for discussion only and does not constitute advice

Reporting FI
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Scenario summary

● Swiss Single Family Office (SFO) oversees 
multiple operations in multiple 
jurisdictions on behalf of an Anglo-French 
family

The following transactions take place:
1) The Treasury Centre transfers jobs to the 

Investment Centre
2) Loan from Treasury to PE Funds
3) Loan from PE Funds to RE HoldCo
4) Loan from PE Funds to Portfolio HoldCo

Treasury 
Centre

Investment 
Centre PE Funds Portfolio 

HoldCo RE HoldCo Family 
Business

DAC6 Themes for Fiduciaries – 
Illustrative Example 3

DAC6 analytical considerations*

● Associated Enterprises (AEs)?
● HME3: TP function transfer?
● HMC1(a): Payments to AE with no tax 

residence?
● HMC1(b)(i): Payment to AE subject to 

0%/near-0% tax rate?

* This analysis is for discussion only and does not constitute advice

1 2 3 4
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This Presentation is intended solely for informational purposes and 
may not be relied upon without further analysis and full 
consideration of your own fact-specific circumstances. BlueBridge 
took due care to ensure that the information contained in this 
presentation is current, comprehensive and correct, but is not 
responsible for any subsequent modifications to the underlying 
legal provisions or our own interpretations of them. Please consult 
your professional tax and legal advisers concerning the tax, legal, 
regulatory, and accompanying risks, specific to your own situation
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